Abstract-Clinical TOF PET systems achieve detection efficiency using thick crystals, typically of thickness 2-3 cm. The resulting dispersion in interaction depths degrades spatial resolution for increasing radial positions due to parallax error. Furthermore, interaction depth dispersion results in time pickoff dispersion and thus in degraded timing resolution, and is therefore of added concern in TOF scanners. Using fast signal digitization, we characterize the timing performance, pulse shape and light output of , and LYSO. Coincidence timing resolution is shown to degrade by for scintillator pixels of constant cross section and increasing length. By controlling irradiation depth in a scintillator pixel, we show that DOI-dependence of time pickoff is a significant factor in the loss of timing performance in thick detectors. Using the correlated DOI-dependence of time pickoff and charge collection, we apply a charge-based correction to the time pickoff, obtaining improved coincidence timing resolution of for a uniform 4 4 30 pixel. In order to obtain both DOI identification and improved timing resolution, we design a two layer detector of total size 4 4 30 , exploiting the dependence of scintillator rise time on [Ce] in . Using signal rise time to determine interaction layer, excellent interaction layer discrimination is achieved, while maintaining coincidence timing resolution of and energy resolution using a R4998 PMT. Excellent layer separation and timing performance is measured with several other commercially-available TOF photodetectors, demonstrating the practicality of this design. These results indicate the feasibility of rise time discrimination as a technique for measuring event DOI while maintaining sensitivity, timing and energy performance, in a well-known detector architecture.
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HE incorporation of Time of Flight (TOF) in commercial PET scanners has allowed the realization of the imaging benefits of TOF image reconstruction in a clinical setting. Since the introduction of TOF PET in recent years, a number of studies have been designed to quantify the gain with TOF for specific clinical tasks, such as lesion detectability [1] - [4] and accuracy and precision of lesion uptake measurements [5] , [6] . The widespread introduction of TOF PET systems has been accompanied by a tendency towards shorter scan times for clinical studies [7] , consistent with the increased information extracted from each event pair. While comparable timing performance had been achieved in earlier systems [8] , [9] , their low sensitivity resulted in impractically long scan times, limiting their clinical utility. The re-emergence of TOF PET was made possible by the development of scintillator materials exhibiting high light output and fast decay times, as well as higher stopping power [10] , [11] . These improvements in scintillator performance have enabled the design of TOF PET prototype and commercial systems, achieving timing resolution of 375 ps [12] and 550-600 ps [13] - [15] , respectively. These systems achieve high sensitivity by operating in fully-3D data acquisition mode and using 2-3 cm thick detectors, combining high geometric efficiency and detection efficiencies.
The use of thick detectors leads to a larger dispersion in the Depth-of-Interaction (DOI) of the annihilation photons in the detector. For annihilation photons incident on the detector at oblique angles, DOI dispersion leads to parallax error, and subsequent event mis-positioning. This effect can be minimized, by using thinner detectors or detector rings of larger diameter than the imaging field-of-view. Alternatively, DOI can be measured and accounted for in data reconstruction. Techniques to measure DOI in pixelated detectors include modulation of scintillation properties with DOI [16] in a continuous [17] or discrete manner [18] . Other methods extract DOI information by affecting the transport or detection of the light signal, as in multi-sided crystal readout [19] , depth-dependent reflector arrangement [20] , offset layers of pixelated crystals [21] or phosphor coated crystals [22] .
The use of thick detector elements also results in a reduced precision of photon detection time, as recently observed with [23] , [24] and LSO [25] . The loss in performance is partially explained by the different propagation speeds of high energy photons and scintillation photons in matter. This difference causes a systematic shift in signal detection time with DOI, which may be measured and used to correct and improve timing resolution [25] . However, commonly used DOI encoding techniques, as described earlier, employ slower scintillators or light absorbing processes, which result in poor intrinsic timing performance, diminishing the benefits of DOI correction to timing.
In order to mitigate the effect of DOI dispersion on both spatial resolution and timing resolution, we investigate methods to measure the DOI in long, thin crystals without degrading the timing resolution of the detector. To this end, we first measure 0018-9499/$31.00 © 2013 IEEE [27] , [28] AND [25] , [29] RESPECTIVELY the deleterious effect of increased crystal length on timing performance, and quantify the contribution of DOI dispersion to the observed loss in timing performance. Next, we demonstrate a method for using crystal surface treatment to accentuate the dependence of signal amplitude, shape and the signal detection time on DOI, and exploit these correlated dependencies to correct the signal detection time, or time pickoff and achieve superb timing performance. Then we proceed to investigate a second method for encoding DOI information in signal shape using scintillators with differing signal rise times, presenting scintillator and photodetector selection criteria that are needed for achieving scintillator discrimination. Finally, we demonstrate the feasibility of a detector based on this second method by using a dual-layer detector with varying Ce concentrations, achieving excellent DOI discrimination while maintaining good timing performance as measured in short crystals.
II. MATERIALS

A. Scintillators
We evaluated the performance of detectors comprising of , and LYSO. Samples of crystals doped with molar cerium concentrations of 5%, 10%, 20% and 30% were measured. The intrinsic scintillation properties of these materials are reported in Table I . LYSO samples were measured with a polished surface, while and samples were measured with semi-diffuse surface finish. Due to their hygroscopic nature, all measurements with and crystals were taken in a low-humidity environment maintained in a glove box.
B. Photodetectors
Six PMTs were evaluated for rise time and timing measurements. The performance characteristics of these PMTs are summarized in Table II . PMTs with rise times of were used in order to accurately measure differences in scintillator rise time of similar magnitude, while high Photon Detection Efficiency (PDE) and low single photon Transit Time Spread (TTS) allow for precise time pickoff measurement [30] .
C. Detector Configuration
In all measured configurations, crystals were wrapped in Teflon tape and optically coupled to the photodetector using BC-630, silicon-based optical grease. For detectors comprising of two crystal layers, the two crystals were optically coupled using BC-634A, a thin silicon optical interface pad. In both single-layer and multi-layer detectors, the crystals were coupled to the photodetector along their smaller-area face, as depicted in Fig. 1 .
D. Data Acquisition and Analysis
1) Beam Configuration:
The detector was irradiated in one of two configurations: With the beam incident head on, along the long dimension of the crystal ( Fig. 2(a) ) in a regular detector configuration, or with the beam incident normal to the long dimension of the detector for measuring response at fixed DOI ( Fig. 2(b) ). For fixed DOI measurements, a narrow beam of annihilation photons was created by collimating a source using a 1 mm wide slit collimator. All measurements were acquired in coincidence with a reference detector, comprising of a cylindrical crystal coupled to a Photonis XP20D0 PMT.
2) Data Acquisition: In order to maximize the flexibility of our data analysis, we digitized the output signals of our coincidence detectors and analyzed the waveforms off-line. Coincident signals were digitized for a 200 ns time window using an 8-bit Agilent Acquiris DC271 cPCI digitizer, operated at a sampling rate of 2 Gs/s. Coincidence was determined using NIM-based analog discriminators and coincidence units, as shown in Fig. 2 . For the Hamamatsu R4998 PMT, the fastest rise time photodetector used, this sampling rate is x2 faster than Fig. 2(a) ) and fixed DOI ( Fig. 2(b) ) irradiation of detector pixels. For fixed DOI measurements, the test detector was mounted on a height-adjustable stage, allowing control of irradiation depth. Digitizer was triggered by coincidence events as established with a LeCroy 825Z high impedance rise time-compensated discriminator and a logic circuit. the Nyquist rate [33] , guaranteeing aliasing-free signal reconstruction. An analog bandwidth limit of 700 MHz was applied to signals in order to limit noise components faster than the bandwidth of the PMT [34] , . Signal oversampling allows for a reduction in the approximation error due to the finite resolution of each sample and is thus of practical benefit [35] .
3) Charge Collection: Event charge was determined by summing the baseline-subtracted pulse samples over the digitization window:
Where is the integrated charge, is the integration window, is the th digitized voltage sample, is the average of the 80 digitized voltage samples (40 ns) preceding the pulse, calculated for each pulse, and is the readout impedence of the digitizer . Photopeak events were well separated in all detector configurations. Fig. 3 shows a selection of 511 KeV pulses, and the resulting integrated charge.
4) Time Pickoff and Timing Resolution:
Signal detection time, or time pickoff, was determined as the crossing time of a constant fraction (CF) of pulse amplitude. Software implementation of CF time pickoff allows for measurement of superior timing performance [36] , and is insensitive to signal amplitude or shape, both of which are varied by design in these measurements. Timing threshold was optimized for to achieve best timing performance with each detector, set at 8% of Vpp and 12% of Vpp for the R4998 (fastest) and XP20D0 (slowest) PMTs, respectively. The timing performance measured using digital constant fraction discrimination was comparable to that measured with a LeCroy 825Z rise time-compensated discriminator, an analog NIM discriminator.
Timing measurements were taken in coincidence with a fixed reference detector, as described in Section III-A. Coincidence measurement of the reference detector with an identical detector resulted in timing resolution of . The contribution of the reference detector is subtracted in quadrature from the measured timing resolution, and the expected timing resolution for two identical detectors in coincidence is reported in all cases.
5) Pulse Shape Metrics: Signal rise time metrics were evaluated based on their ability to discriminate between photopeak energy deposition signals generated in a detector from those generated in a detector. Pulses from and crystals were chosen for this test since they possess the largest difference in intrinsic rise time among all crystals measured. We evaluated rise time metrics measured as the time difference between the crossing times of different signal thresholds on the rising edge of the pulse. These metrics are less susceptible to noise at the onset or peak of the pulse than least-squares fitting models. The time difference between a low threshold crossing and LYSO samples had fixed cross section of 4 4 , while the samples were cylindrical with fixed diameter of 10 mm. of 10% of signal amplitude and a high threshold crossing, which was varied from 20% to 90% of signal amplitude, were calculated for ensembles of 10,000 photopeak pulses acquired with each detector. For each crystal length, the timing performance of the sample is superior, followed closely by and then by LYSO. For all three scintillators, coincidence timing resolution degraded linearly with crystal length, exhibiting a loss of 40-50 ps/cm. The magnitude of the degradation in timing performance with increased crystal length results in x2 degradation in timing performance for the 30 mm long crystal as compared with the 5 mm long sample of the same scintillator.
III. RESULTS
A. Effect of Crystal Length on
2) Charge Collection: Fig. 5 shows a linear decrease in collected charge with increasing crystal length for both and 3) Pulse Shape: Fig. 6 shows the increase in signal rise time, measured as the 10%-50% signal rise time, with increasing crystal length, for both LYSO and crystals. The degradation in rise time with increasing crystal length may contribute to the degradation in timing resolution with increasing crystal length, due to the increased noise susceptibility of the time pickoff in slower rise time signals [34] .
B. Depth Dependence of Detector Response
In order to understand the factors beyond reduced light collection that lead to a degrading in timing resolution in long crystals, we experimentally controlled the 511 KeV interaction depth by performing fixed DOI measurements, as seen in Fig. 2(b) . These measurements allow us to isolate the effect of DOI dispersion from losses in light collection and signal quality arising due to light transport in a long crystal volume.
We tested the effect of two surface treatments on depth dependence of signal response. A coarser treatment was achieved using a 1500 grit micro-mesh polishing kit, and a finer surface treatment using a 4000 grit micro-mesh polishing kit. The surface treatments were applied sequentially to the same 4 4 30 crystal. Fig. 7 shows the mean event time pickoff measured with respect to the reference detector at five fixed DOIs as a function of DOI. An increase in interaction distance from the PMT of 30 mm results in a shift in mean time pickoff of 300 ps for the finer surface finish, as compared to a shift of 390 ps for the coarser surface finish. Note that the shift in time pickoff with interaction distance from PMT is not linear and exceeds 190 ps, the delay in first photon arrival time expected for light traveling 3 cm in a medium of . The change in trend of time pickoff with increasing distance from the PMT follows the trend in pulse shape with increasing distance from the PMT seen in Fig. 9 , offering Fig. 2(b) ). Time pickoff was measured as the centroid of the time pickoff distribution at each depth. The error bars show of the time pickoff distribution at each depth. Expected shift in time pickoff due to scintillation photon transit time as calculated for , as reported by the manufacturer. crystal irradiated head-on (see setup in Fig. 2(a) ). The correlated delay in constant fraction time pickoff with charge collection is well modeled by a straight line.
1) Time Pickoff and Timing Resolution:
30% for events interacting furthest from the PMT in comparison to a decrease of 25% for the finer surface treatment. Coincidence timing resolution degraded by for events interacting furthest from the PMT, despite the 25-30% decrease in light collection measured at that depth.
The high light output and excellent light output uniformity of result in excellent energy resolution at each depth. The ability to resolve the change in charge with interaction depth enables good DOI discrimination among events interacting in exit half of the crystal, where the charge centroid change is most pronounced.
3) Pulse Shape: Fig. 9 shows the signal rise time, measured as the 10%-50% rise time, as a function of irradiation depth. For both surface treatments, signal rise time was slower for events interacting further from the PMT in the exit half of the crystal. A more pronounced change in rise time as a function of DOI was measured with the coarser surface treatment. The increased DOI sensitivity of rise time seen with the coarser surface treatment is consistent with the increased DOI sensitivity of the time pickoff and collected charge measured with the same surface treatment.
C. Charge-Based Time Pickoff Correction
The monotonic change in charge with DOI (see Fig. 8 ) suggests charge may be used as a measure of DOI, and hence may be used to correct for the DOI related change in time pickoff (see Fig. 7 ). The correlated changes in time pickoff and charge are manifested in the response of the detector when irradiated head-on with a mono-energetic beam of 511 KeV photons, as seen in Fig. 10 .
511 keV photons interacting further from the PMT result in lower integrated charge and in higher CF time pickoff as compared with photons interacting closer to the PMT. For scattered photons (integrated charge ), depositing an unknown amount of energy, time pickoff shows no correlation with collected charge.
The correlation of time pickoff with collected charge can be exploited to improve pixel timing resolution. A least squares fit was used to model the correlation between time pickoff and collected charge for a subset of events. For a second subset of events, an event by event additive correction was applied based on the collected charge of the event. Correcting for this linear trend in time pickoff results in improved coincidence timing resolution of 192 ps (see Table III) , showing partial recovery of the timing information lost due to DOI dispersion. The improvement in timing resolution with charge correction, from 212 ps to 192 ps, demonstrates the practical ability to reduce the deleterious impact of DOI dispersion on timing resolution, however direct and well resolved DOI measurement is not possible.
D. Multi-Layer Detector Response
The systematic change in signal rise time with DOI measured in the single layer crystal (Fig. 9 ), from to , was mediated by the light transport process in the crystal, and offers limited DOI discrimination capability. By using scintillators exhibiting a large difference in their intrinsic rise times, a multi-layer detector may be designed, in which signal rise time is used to encode the interaction layer. Such a design allows better control of the DOI-dependence of signal rise time, thus enabling measurement of DOI which may be used to improve timing resolution by correcting the shift in time pickoff due to DOI.
1) Scintillator Selection:
The effect of [Ce] on signal rise time and amplitude was evaluated using samples of irradiated by a 511 KeV source. Each sample was 4 4 30 in size, and was measured with the manufacturer-supplied surface finish. The effect of [Ce] on signal charge and rise time can be seen in Fig. 11 .
Integrated charge decreases monotonically with increasing [Ce], with 27% less charge collected with as compared to (Fig. 11, left) . Signal rise time decreases monotonically with increasing [Ce], decreasing by 350 ps for as compared to (Fig. 11,  right) , a significantly larger change in rise time than the 120 ps difference measured at opposite edges of a single layer pixel due to light transport alone (see Fig. 9 ). The dependence of light output and rise time on [Ce] is consistent with performance characteristics reported by the manufacturer.
2) Rise Time Metric Optimization: Fig. 12 shows how rise time varies with choice of upper threshold of rise time metric for 5% and 30% Ce doped . When superimposing the measured rise time distribution of FIG. 2(A) ), AND AT BOTH EXIT AND ENTRANCE LAYERS OF THE DUAL-LAYER DETECTOR (SEE FIG. 2(B) ) and , complete separation of the two peaks is observed. Similar calculation combining and , as well as and results in excellent rise time peak separation, with peak to valley separation of for each of the two configurations. While the rise time of the scintillator has greatest impact at the beginning of the scintillation light pulse, poor photon statistics and limited bandwidth of the PMT result in poor separation for the 10%-20% rise time metric. Best separation between the two scintillators is achieved for the 10%-50% rise time metric, consistent with the high signal to noise expected at the peak slew rate of the pulse.
3) Layer Ordering Optimization: In order to optimally configure our detector, we measured the effect of the crystal position in a two layer detector on the measured rise time for using and crystals of size 4 4 15 . The rise time of each crystal was measured in three configurations: Directly coupled to the PMT, as the exit layer of the layered detector and as the entrance layer of the layered detector (see Fig. 1 ). Table IV shows the measurement results. For each crystal, the rise time as exit layer was comparable to the rise time measured by direct coupling. For each crystal, the entrance layer position showed 17% slower rise time than the exit layer position.
We exploit the layer dependence of rise time in order to improve rise time separation, by positioning , the intrinsically faster of the two crystals, as the exit position, in which fastest rise time was measured.
, the intrinsically slower of the two crystals, was positioned as the entrance layer, at which slower rise time was measured.
4) Depth Dependence of Rise Time: Fig. 13 shows the measured rise time as a function of DOI. Signal rise time changes discretely from for the layer to for the layer. Peak separation of indicates that excellent layer discrimination may be achieved in this detector.
5) Depth Dependence of Charge Collection:
Collected light (see Fig. 14) showed 10% variation across the layer, and little variation across the layer. Collected charge was lower by 20% in the layer as compared to the layer. Mean energy resolution of 6.4% and 5.1% recorded for the and layers, respectively. 6) Depth Dependence of Time Pickoff: Constant-fraction time pickoff (Fig. 15) shows a shift of within each layer, which exceeds the shift of 6.3 ps/mm expected due to scintillation photon propagation time alone. A similarly larger shift in time pickoff as a function of DOI was observed when irradiating a single layer 4 4 30 pixel, as seen in Fig. 8 . A discrete shift in time pickoff of 430 ps was measured across the interface of the two layers, which is consistent with the discrete change in signal rise time and the constant fraction time pickoff method used. Mean coincidence timing resolution of 155 ps and 250 ps was measured for the and layers, respectively. 
7) DOI Correction in Multi-Layer Detector:
Detector response was measured for a beam of annihilation photons incident in a standard, head on orientation ( Fig. 2(a) ). Integrated charge, time pickoff and rise time was measured for each coincident event. The correlations of integrated charge and time pickoff, seen in Fig. 16 , with rise time are consistent with those measured at fixed DOI, verifying the layer discrimination capability of this technique.
Detector layer was determined based on signal rise time, and a layer-dependent time pickoff offset and charge scale factor were applied to the respective time pickoff and charge data. The calibrated data were combined and analyzed to obtain overall detector performance characteristics, summarized in Table V . The 2-layer detector achieves average timing resolution of 244 ps, which is comparable to the timing resolution measured in the 30 mm long crystal. The head-on timing resolution of 205 ps and 268 ps of the exit and entrance layers, respectively, is worse than the average timing resolution of these layers measured at fixed DOIs, 155 ps and 250 ps.
8) Effect of Photodetector on Layer Discrimination:
Optimal signal rise time discrimination requires accurate and precise measurement of the rise time of the scintillation pulse, which may be achieved using a fast rise time [34] TOF photodetector. To guide our PMT selection, we measured the rise time of a two layer detector. , the faster of the two crystals, is limited by the rise time of the photodetector, as indicated by the increasing trend in measured rise time with increasing photodetector rise time. Best layer separation is achieved with the fastest PMT (R4998, 700 ps); worst separation with the slowest PMT (XP20D0, 1500 ps), with excellent rise time discrimination is achieved with all but the slowest photodetector.
IV. DISCUSSION
Our results show that the usage of thick detectors leads to a loss of 40-50 ps/cm in coincidence timing resolution, as measured with samples of LYSO, and . By irradiating the detector at fixed depths, we show improved timing resolution at fixed DOI, indicating that dispersion in time pickoff caused by DOI dispersion is a major source of loss in detector timing performance.
We explored two techniques for improving detector timing performance by correcting for the DOI-related shift in time pickoff. By applying a rough surface finish to a uniform 4 4 30 detector, we accentuated the dependence of time pickoff, light collection and signal shape on DOI. Exploiting these correlated changes, we applied a charge-based correction to time pickoff, improving coincidence timing resolution from 212 ps to 192 ps, while maintaining 511 keV photopeak energy discrimination. While signal rise time varied with DOI, DOI discrimination was only feasible among events interacting in the proximal to the photodetector.
In a second technique, we used a layered detector comprising of crystals of different intrinsic rise time, encoding interaction layer in signal shape. The 4 4 15 and crystals demonstrated intrinsic rise time difference of , which allowed for excellent layer discrimination based on signal rise time when stacked end to end. Excellent rise time discrimination was measured with five commercially available PMT models, indicating the practical feasibility of this technique.
For each layer within the detector, average fixed DOI timing resolution (250 ps for entrance layer; 155 ps for exit layer) was improved as compared to the head-on timing resolution of the same layer in the detector (268 ps for entrance layer; 205 ps for exit layer). Improved fixed-DOI timing resolution is consistent with the behavior seen in the uniform 4 4 30 detector. By identifying interaction depth to a 4 4 15 layer within the 4 4 30 detector, timing resolution is may be improved. For the exit layer, we measure timing resolution of 205 ps, while a comparable 4 4 30 pixel exhibits timing resolution of 215 ps. The mismatch in refractive index of the optical coupling layer results in significant loss in light collection from both layers, a loss which may be decreased with improved optical coupling. Nevertheless, the reduction in DOI-related timing dispersion resulted in similar overall timing resolution in the layered detector to that measured with a uniform pixel.
V. CONCLUSION
Using crystals of different size and by controlling irradiation depth in thick detectors, we isolated and quantified the effects leading to loss of timing performance in thick detectors. Thicker detectors demonstrate poorer light collection, slower rise time, as well as poorer timing resolution. For fixed crystal thickness, signal properties change with DOI, with fastest rise time, greatest light collection and fastest time pickoff measured closest to the photodetector. The timing resolution measured for events interacting at fixed DOIs was significantly better than the timing resolution measured without controlling DOI, and did not vary significantly with DOI. These results indicate that the systematic and uncorrected shift in signal arrival time with DOI is greatly responsible for the poorer timing performance measured in thick detectors.
The benefit of a DOI-based correction to time pickoff was tested in two detector configurations: A single layer detector, and a multi-layer detector. In the single layer detector, the correlated changes in charge and time pickoff with DOI were used to devise a charge-based correction to time pickoff, resulting in improved timing resolution. In a multi-layer detector, scintillators of different intrinsic rise time were stacked in a phoswichlike configuration, introducing a discrete DOI-dependent shift in signal rise time. Using signal rise time for DOI discrimination, excellent layer separation was achieved without compromise in average timing performance, and was shown to be feasible across an array of commercially available photodetectors.
These results demonstrate the benefit of DOI measurement to the timing performance of TOF PET detectors. Rise time discrimination offers a novel method for achieving such a measurement, holding promise for the design of a high sensitivity detector with reduced parallax error and improved timing performance.
